Lend a hand
The HitchHand provides short bed truck and SUV owners with a safe, low cost alternative for transporting lengthy, off-balanced cargo loads. The HitchHand measures 59 1/2 in. long, 27 to 49 in. in adjustable width; fits any standard 12-in. box receiver hitch; extends a truck bed an extra 38 in. (from edge of the downed tailgate); supports more than 750 lbs. in cargo load; weighs 46 lbs.; and fits behind the seat of a truck when not in use. It can convert any truck into a hauler of ATVs, motorcycles, canoes, kayaks, surfboards and sailboats. For more information, visit their web site at www.hitchhand.com / Circle no. 277

Well-received
Draw-Tite's Titan receivers are designed for full size long wheel base trucks, vans and utility vehicles with full frames and heavy duty suspensions. It has a 12,000-lb. Gross Trailer Weight (GTW) capacity and a 14,000-lb. GTW weight distributing capacity. The sturdy receivers are constructed with a secure heavy duty side bracket design, a 2 1/2-in. square receiver tube opening and an all frame attachment. The receiver unit has a pin, clip, receiver tube cover and welded electrical bracket. For more information contact Draw-Tite at 800/521-0510 or visit their web site at www.draw-tite.com / Circle no. 278

Lots o' trailin'
Bri-Mar Manufacturing's DT 612-LPHD carries and dumps 4.6 cu. yds. of material. It features D-ring tie downs to secure equipment like skid loaders, small backhoes and other large payloads. With a 12,000-lb. GVWR, it also features a 6-ft. x 12-ft. bed size and twin telescopic cylinders. For more information, contact Bri-Mar Manufacturing at 800/732-5845 / Circle no. 279

Spray trucks
Westheffer Company, Inc. offers a wide range of spray trucks, from enclosed truck bodies to stainless steel truck beds, all sizes and configurations of tanks, gas engines or PTO-powered pumps. For more information, contact Westheffer Company, Inc. at 785-843-1633 or visit www.westheffer.com / Circle no. 280

Equip yourself
The 2001 Adrian Steel pickup truck equipment catalog features all kinds of pickup toolboxes, each with a three-year/36,000-mile product warranty. The toolboxes are constructed of diamond tread aluminum with low profile domed lids and push-button locks. Low profile side mount boxes, single lid saddle boxes and double lid crossover boxes are available to fit both full-size and compact trucks. For more information contact Adrian Steel Company at 800/677-2726 or visit www.adriansteel.com / Circle no. 281

Tool and fuel
Northern Tool & Equipment Company's combo tool box and built-in auxiliary fuel tank is available in four styles in bright diamond tread plate aluminum. Tanks have a withdraw tube, return and drain fitting and a blank plate to mount a fuel pump or gauge sending unit. For more information contact Northern Tool & Equipment Co. at 612-894-9510 / Circle no. 282
Sturdy steel
Reading’s Redi-Dek is a sturdy steel platform offering the ability to use 2x4 stake posts or pull a gooseneck trailer. All body parts are electrically welded into one integral unit. The Redi-Dek receives Reading’s Lectro-Life immersion priming to protect against rust. In the Lectro-Life® process, the platforms are submerged in a vat of electrically-charged primer adhering the paint to the steel. The Redi-Dek (including understructure) is finished with a black top coat. For more information contact Reading Body Works, Inc. at 610-775-3301 or visit www.readingbody.com / Circle no. 283

8300/8800 • Our Model 8300 and 8800 (not shown) utilize a high torque fully reversible Eaton hydraulic motor.
- The Model 8300 attaches to the bottom or side of your front-end loader.
- The Model 8800 attaches to a Category I 3-point hitch.

8900 • The Model 8900 utilizes a high torque fully reversible Eaton hydraulic motor with a planetary gear driven system.
- The 8900 attaches to a Category I or II 3-point hitch, skid-steer or on the side of your front-end loader.

F8 • Our F series has been digging holes since 1943. The F8 is ideal for farm or commercial work.
- Designed for Category I or II 3-point hitch 40 HP and above.
- The F8 gearbox contains a spiral ring gear and pinion equipped with Timken bearings.

G20/40 (Not Shown) • Designed for Category I 3-point hitch 20 to 40 HP tractors.
- The G20/40 gearbox contains a forged ring gear and pinion equipped with Timken bearings.

POST DRIVERS
- Our drivers have been in the field since the 1950’s.
- You maintain control of the driving head with the control handle.
- PTO or hydraulic models with hydraulic motors operating from 4 to 8 GPM at 1500 to 2500 PSI.
- Model BMDH easily leveled from boom support. Models MDH1 and MD6 level with tractor 3-point hitch.

FOR ALL 3 MODELS
- Free falling 235 lbs. weight.
- Can drive 8’ or 10’ (depending upon model) length, up to 6” diameter wood or steel T-Posts.
- One operating lever controls drive weight through the complete driving cycle.
- Category I or II 3-point hitch.

MD6 • PTO driven
MDH1 • Hydraulic driven
BMDH • Boom mounted, hydraulic driven

RETROFIT SAFETY GUARDING is available for all older Danuser models! We encourage you to get current guarding installed on your older machines.